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Politics and The Media in Twenty-First Century Indonesia: Decade of Democracy Krishna Sen and David T. Hill (eds) Oxon and New York: Routledge 203pp ISBN: 978-0-415-47652-2 This is the third (but first edited volume) in Sen and Hill’s corpus on Indonesian media. An anthology built from contributions to a workshop held in 2006, it is necessarily more fragmented than the editors’ first two monographs on Indonesian media. While this fragmented character helps to evoke a fractured context, it also makes for unwieldiness.  Common to all Sen’s and Hill’s books on Indonesian media is a strong interest in the polity, and they have a flair for pulling apart received wisdoms, yet remaining utterly readable. 
Politics and the Media is a critical, but by no means excessively theorised, enquiry into the link between the media and democratisation.  Sen’s introduction states (p5): [T]he papers … contribute to assessments of the direction and progress of Indonesia’s democratisation. They identify the ‘residual’ elements of the New Order in structures …, texts …, and practices ….They describe also the ‘emergent’ structures …, texts …, and practices ….  Indonesian media and politics do not ‘impact’ on one another, Sen contends. Rather, they are entangled. Thoughtful organisation of the book helps evoke such entanglement. The 10 chapters together provide a kaleidoscopic view of the media–politics nexus.  Eight of them explore aspects of news production. This scope is by no means limiting, and the complexity of the relationship of news to politics emerges in most chapters. Birowo writes of news production at the village level through community radio. Jurriens discusses how talk-back about the practices of journalism creates new senses of public-ness. Brauchler investigates how different kinds of news mediated violence and peace in Ambon. Steele shows how ‘residual’ styles of writing news endure in the present. The volume presents an especially bleak picture of freedom of expression and of industry regulation. Haryanto’s interviews with journalists reveal, media owners pay the ideal of press freedom little heed. Ida shows how policies aimed at regulating television ownership, such as the Broadcasting Bill of 2002, have little effect. Large media corporations can skirt 
the regulations, and “the Indonesian Broadcasting Commission … seems to turn a blind eye” (p. 16)   Since nearly all authors share an interest in news, more might have been done to encourage cross-engagement, and to delineate this scope in the introduction. ‘Media–politics entanglement’ offers a compelling image, but how do the chapters demonstrate entanglement? Sulistyani’s and Irawanto’s papers, on representations of women in contemporary film, and on the proliferation of Islamic media, seem not to fit well into the general thrust of the volume. Jennifer Lindsay’s well-polished concluding chapter on debates about shifts in what constitutes pornography – in which she discusses the rise of a new public authoritarianism (p172) – illustrates how the ‘residual’ and ‘emergent’ do not fall easily into a linear process of democratisation. But Sen frames this as an enquiry into what constitutes the ‘real’ (p3), sending it off at a tangent to the central concerns of the volume.  One of the volume’s strengths is its treatment of regional–national relationships. As Sen deftly highlights, several chapters reveal the way these categories interlace. Such interlacing indeed emerges between the lines of Hill’s contribution on the uses of newspapers by candidates for political posts in Papua and Rachmah’s on changing patterns of media ownership at national and regional level, and provides a persuasive example of media–politics entanglement.  Emma Baulch Research Fellow School of Cultures, Histories and Languages, College of Asia and the Pacific, ANU       
